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In the seond half of the 1980s, a paper on superuidity, using modern �eld-theoreti onepts, sub-

mitted to a prestigious (western) ondensed-matter journal, ould prompt a short referee report with

the punhline: \We're not doing �eld theory here." Naoto Nagaosa's book Quantum Field Theory in

Condensed Matter Physis proves that those days are over now.

In the past two deades we have witnessed some remarkable disoveries in ondensed matter physis,

starting with the disovery in 1980 by von Klitzing and ollaborators that the Hall ondutane is quan-

tized in integer units of e

2

=h, with e the eletri harge and h Plank's onstant. This disovery, whih

has beome known sine as the integer quantum Hall e�et, was followed in 1982 by the disovery of the

frational quantum Hall e�et by Tsui, Stromer, and Gossard, where the Hall ondutane takes frational

values of the fundamental unit. Perhaps the most important disovery in this period was that of super-

ondutivity with high transition temperatures (T



) in CuO ompounds by Bednorz and M�uller in 1986,

and the subsequent �ndings of materials with T



's above the liquid nitrogen point. The �nal remarkable

disovery was that in 1995 of Bose-Einstein ondensation in a loud of weakly interating

87

Rb atoms

trapped in a magneti �eld by Cornell, Wieman, and ollaborators, and the seond de�nite observation

of Bose-Einstein ondensation in a vapor of Na atoms by Ketterle and ollaborators. Eah of these dis-

overies attrated great attention from theorists, and not only from those traditionally working in the

�eld of ondensed-matter physis, leading to rapid developments in the theoretial understanding of these

phenomena. Quantum Field Theory in Condensed Matter Physis overs many of these new insights.

More spei�ally, this onise textbook takes the reader on an original tour of ontemporary ondensed-

matter physis, visiting landmarks suh as, in order of appearane: Landau's theory of ontinuous phase

transitions, spontaneous symmetry breaking, gapless Goldstone modes, the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless

transition in superuid �lms, the Coulomb gas in the random phase approximation, Bogoliubov's theory of

superuidity, the theory of superondutivity (both the mirosopi Bardeen-Cooper-Shrie�er as well as

the e�etive Ginzburg-Landau theory), Josephson juntions with dissipative oupling, the superondutor-

insulator transition (an example of a quantum phase transition driven by quantum utuations rather

than by thermal utuations as in a thermal phase transition), and the theory of quantum Hall liquids.

All these topis are desribed in a uni�ed way, using quantum �eld (as opposed to the more tradition-

ally used many-partile) theory in the funtional-integral approah. Apart from its unifying aspet, two

other advantages of this approah are that it requires a minimum of formalism (overed in Ch. 2), and

is a powerful omputational tool, leading quikly to results. Typially, the author starts from a miro-

sopi quantum-mehanial model desribing the ondensed-matter system under onsideration, and then

proeeds by integrating out irrelevant degrees of freedom to arrive at an e�etive lassial �eld theory

whih enodes the low-energy, long-wavelength physis seen in experiments. Throughout the text, the

author shares in onise and deep remarks his physial insights, making the derived results easy to un-

derstand. Although the temperature of the ondensed-matter systems onsidered is low, it is nevertheless

�nite and requires the use of �nite-temperature �eld theory to alulate the temperature-dependene of

quantum e�ets. The author uses the imaginary-time (as opposed to the real-time) formalism, named

after Matsubara, whih is the simplest approah and an e�etive omputational tool. Conepts probably

better known from high-energy physis, suh as lattie gauge theory, on�nement, instantons, magneti

monopoles, harge-vortex duality, and Chern-Simons �eld theory are niely introdued to readers without

bakground in that area and put to use. Being a self-ontained and original textbook, the number of

referenes is kept to a minimum, so that readers don't feel a onstant urge to onsult the literature, and

makes for a pleasant reading. The book is arefully rafted and hardly ontains any typos (this reviewer

found only a handful of trivial ones in the formulas).

Quantum Field Theory in Condensed Matter Physis is advertised for use as self-study by graduate

students and researhers working in related �elds. I would add that it makes an exellent hoie as a ourse
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text for advaned undergraduates in theoretial physis, with the leturer providing neessary bakground

and details omitted from the text. Before this book ame out, a leturer wishing to teah a modern ourse

on ontemporary ondensed-matter physis had to write his or her own leture notes{those days, too, are

over now.

Adriaan M. J. Shakel
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This monograph onsists of two volumes and provides a uni�ed omprehensive presentation of a new

hierarhi paradigmand disussions of various appliations of hierarhial methods for nonlinear eletrody-

nami problems. Volume 1 is the �rst book, in whih a new hierarhial model for dynami non-linear sys-

tems is desribed and analysed and a set of new hierarhial priniples is disussed. The modern hierarhi

asymptoti methods are set forth systematially, taking into aount spei� features of eletrodynami

problems, and the phenomenon of hierarhy in eletrodynamis, in itself, is thoroughly disussed from a

new point of view. A set of hierarhial asymptoti alulative methods of two types is disussed in detail.

The methods of the �rst type are destined for asymptoti integration of non-linear di�erential equations

with total derivatives and with multifrequeny (inluding multi-sale) non-linear right hand parts. These

are the Van der Pol method, Krylov-Bogolyubov method, Bogolyubov-Zubarev method and their hier-

arhial versions. The methods of the seond type inlude the method of slowly varying amplitudes, the

method of averaged harateristis, the methods of averaged kineti and quasihydrodynami equations,

and some other. These methods are intended for asymptoti integration of non-linear di�erential equations

with partial derivatives and multifrequeny (inluding multi-sale) right hand parts. Detailed alulative

tehnologies for pratial appliation of all mentioned methods are illustrated by examples of real ele-

trodynami systems (free eletron lasers, undulative indution aelerators, systems for transformation of

laser signals, et.) (Summary).
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